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Microsoft's marketing campaigns will tell you this is the next “hip” thing to get. Read our review to see if the Zune is worth the
attention.. The new Zune is well executed and has a notably intuitive user ... Besides the 8GB flash player I reviewed, Microsoft
is also releasing a 4GB .... Zune HD. Editors' note: This review has been updated with battery test results from CNET Labs, new
pricing, and includes the 64GB model.. “The new 8GB Zune Red is a sexy little MP3 player - certainly better than many
competitive players on the market.” Excellent sound quality; .... Last year, Microsoft released a major update to the Zune device
hardware lineup, shipping two then all-new form factors, including a smaller flash-based design .... Apple introduces new iPods
and Microsoft offers a Zune with more bells and whistles.. The touch screen is particually useful for the new web browser built
in to the Zune HD. This browser, built from Internet Explorer for Windows ...

Best Buy has honest and unbiased customer reviews for Microsoft - Zune MP3 ... Went to update software and in minutes it was
updated to the new software .... The new one goes in and you have to pull quite hard to get it out; I'm sure the plug is rated for a
million of these actions, but it still feels like you're .... If you're a Zune fan, old or new, share your story with us in the comments
below. Bygone it may be, but when you remember something it never .... Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for
Zune 120 GB Video MP3 ... I used my Zen Cretive 30 Gb for nearly 4 years (but it was new when I bought it).. The first page
will review the new Zune 4 software, with the subsequent pages reviewing the actual player. Feel free to start on whichever page
you want. We will .... Zune was a line of digital media products and services marketed by Microsoft. Zune consisted ... On
March 15, 2011, Microsoft announced that no new Zune hardware players would be developed, although existing models would
remain for sale. ... During the Interview we discuss his long career in Podcasting, his work in the .... The Zune shares general
internal circuitry and the 3-inch LCD with the Gigabeat, but sports new exterior design, user interface, and WiFi.. Along with
the release, we're seeing new desktop software, the Zune brand move towards a connected experience for Windows
computers, ...

Its functionality was extended as new Zune-capable devices were added, like the ill-fated KIN phones and now Windows Phone
7 devices.. Illustration for article titled Zune HD Review: The PMP, Evolved ... Every new feature it has is used to expand the
way you absorb media, from .... The HD garnered good reviews, but it was still a Zune, and it didn't sell. ... shipping—not a
huge amount less than the $220 it sold for new. But it .... Microsoft's new media player won't appeal to everyone, but for those
with an …. The best new music feature on the Zune is the ability to purchase tunes wirelessly. As always, the speed of
downloads will have more to do with ... bdeb15e1ea 
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